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Why do we have a 
Conflict Resolution Month? 

Increase civility in Colorado
Educate Coloradoans about conflict resolution skills and
resources
Reduce Violence
Raise awareness about strategies for solving disputes when
feeling stuck
Increase the use of conflict resolution resources in Colorado

Conflict Resolution Month
began in 2007
Conflict resolution is a way
for two or more parties to
find a peaceful solution to a
disagreement 
Conflict resolution can be
used to help resolve almost
any type of dispute
For more information visit
denlib.org/resolution
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Each year, Conflict Resolution Month in Colorado selects a book
that enhances problem-solving skills and/or inspires dialogue. 
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I AM
THOUGHTFUL



What was the conflict? 

RESOLVING
CONFLICTS

Think of a significant
conflict that you have
experienced. Reflect on
the event and its outcome
below. 

What type of conflict was it? 

How did you react in
this situation? 

How was this
conflict solved? 

Moving forward, what
will you do to avoid

conflicts like this in the
future?

How did the other people 
 react in this situation?  

In retrospect, what could you
have done differently in this

situation? 



HOW TO WRITE AN
APOLOGY

courtesy of the Juvenile Assessment Center of Lee County 

 An apology does not make excuses for what you have done or
blame others for the choices you made
It shows that you take responsibility for your own behavior 
An apology admits that you know you did something wrong  
It explains what was learned from the experience, how you
changed your beliefs and attitude and demonstrates a
committment to change









I am calm



My Daily Emotions Log

What can cheer you up or help you stay
happy today? Draw them below.

I feel this way because

Choose two words from the list to describe how
you feel today. Can't find your emotions there? 
Feel free to use other words.

angry
annoyed
anxious

ashamed
awkward

brave
calm

cheerful
chill

confused
discouraged

disgusted
distracted

embarrassed
excited 
friendly
guilty
happy

hopeful
jealous
lonely
loved

nervous
offended

scared
thoughtful

tired
uncomfortable

unsure
worried

EMOTIONS
LIST

Name: Date:

I think these feelings are: 

positive and
negative
both negative     

both positive
negative and positive



5-4-3-2-1
A calming technique that connects you with the present 

by exploring the five senses.  

Instructions: Sitting or standing, take a deep breath in, and complete the
following questions.  

5 things you can see

Grounding technique

4 things you can touch

3 things you can hear

2 things you can smell

1 thing you can taste



I am peaceful



To find more tips on coping, which include calming, distracting, physical and processing
techniques, go to https://copingskillsforkids.com/ or check out Coping Skills for Kids
Workbook by Janine Halloran

Journaling is a great activity to get thoughts and feelings all
out and a little more ordered. Try writing down everything
you want to say to someone. You don't need to show them
what you wrote to feel better and understand the situation
better. Try using this template!



HOW TO SAY THANK YOU 
WITH IMPACT

courtesy of Brantley Agency



Mindfulness Scavenger Hunt 

Cross off each activity as you achieve it! 

Taste
something new

and describe
the flavors

Find and feel
different

textures of
plants in a

outdoor space

Sit in silence
for 20 minutes
and listen for

hidden sounds 

Walk your 
neighborhood at 

dinner time and smell
your neighbor's cooking

Write a list of 10
things you are

grateful for

Practice deep
breathing

Watch a sunrise
or sunset without

taking a photo

Color a
picture




